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By first reassessing the role of search in the literacy event of the lower division undergraduate paper, this article argues that searching is not a lower-order mental activity but a concurrent, integral component of the research-writing process. This conclusion has large implications for information literacy instructional design, and several practical applications to further support undergraduate research-writing are outlined.

This exploration of information literacy instructional design links theoretical and practical concerns. The ideas articulated here emerged from reflections on instructional sessions delivered to lower-division English and Communications classes in 2009–2010 at the California Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo, sessions timed to coincide with the assignment of a research-driven paper. In what follows, I will argue that searching is an integral, concurrent component of a situated whole and is not the strictly lower-order mental activity it is often made out to be. It is an important part of the literacy practice of writing an undergraduate paper. Consequently, from the standpoint of instruction, in an academic environment where subscribed online databases are available, students should be briefly grounded in key database concepts, shown a few essential tricks, then launched into search as soon as possible, engaging them immediately in this variety of intertextual processing that further augments the intellectual development gained through writing a research paper. Additional support for the growth of undergraduate research skills can build on this foundation.

Search and the Undergraduate Paper

One of the key features of the instructional sessions that generated these considerations was the requirement that students write a paper. This might seem like a minor detail for instructional design, of the subject area and a few particulars of the writing assignment. However, strategic instructional design requires a deeper view of the factors at play in the “mere” writing of a paper. Such a view must account for the interests and practices the respective parties bring to the room, conceptions of the relation between research and writing, the role of search.
within that matrix, and perceptions of the ultimate value of writing a paper.

One way to envision the broader dynamic of the undergraduate paper is to see it as a literacy event that engages students in a literacy practice. According to David Barton, in *Literacy: An Introduction to the Ecology of Written Language*, literacy practices are “common patterns in using reading and writing in a particular situation.” A literacy event, on the other hand, is not necessarily a shared and common pattern, but “any activity which involves the written word” and that, in educational contexts, often serves “the explicit purpose of learning.” In the framework of our sessions, both the librarian and faculty are well versed in the patterns common to the literacy practice of writing papers, but the students much less so. Enter, then, the “literacy event” of the paper, a ritualized activity through which students enter into the literacy practice of writing papers. In the grand scheme of things, the papers are not viewed as ends in themselves (as if faculty were saying they are bringing the students to the and learn how to cite properly. But there are more oblique—and usually unexpressed—learning objectives. First, while faculty may say that they want students to find good, scholarly sources for their papers, what they ultimately want is for students to learn how to find such sources. Moreover, though never put in such broad terms, they also want students to exclude sources.

This last goal often finds expression as the faculty lament bewailing indiscriminate student use of Internet sources. Whether or not student use of Web sources is as indiscriminate as most faculty might think, students do bring their own literacy practices to these instructional sessions. Undergraduates, unlike faculty, are not “expert researchers” steeped in a tradition of relying on library resources for informing their written work. College students rely extensively on Internet search engines for information and frequently glean information from Web sites, including Wikipedia. Moreover, student information gathering and writing practices are formed before reaching college age.

Strategic design of the session also requires consideration of what importance(s) students place on the research paper. In their 2010 iteration of *How College Students Evaluate and Use Information in the Digital Age*, Alison Head and Michael Eisenberg reported that 97 percent of students engaged in a course-related research paper viewed the as the faculty lament bewailing indiscriminate student use of Internet sources. Whether or not student use of Web sources is as indiscriminate as most faculty might think, students do bring their own literacy practices to these instructional sessions. Undergraduates, unlike faculty, are not “expert researchers” steeped in a tradition of relying on library resources for informing their written work. College students rely extensively on Internet search engines for information and frequently glean information from Web sites, including Wikipedia. Moreover, student information gathering and writing practices are formed before reaching college age.

Strategic design of the session also requires consideration of what importance(s) students place on the research paper. In their 2010 iteration of *How College Students Evaluate and Use Information in the Digital Age*, Alison Head and Michael Eisenberg reported that 97 percent of students engaged in a course-related research paper viewed the as the faculty lament bewailing indiscriminate student use of Internet sources. Whether or not student use of Web sources is as indiscriminate as most faculty might think, students do bring their own literacy practices to these instructional sessions. Undergraduates, unlike faculty, are not “expert researchers” steeped in a tradition of relying on library resources for informing their written work. College students rely extensively on Internet search engines for information and frequently glean information from Web sites, including Wikipedia. Moreover, student information gathering and writing practices are formed before reaching college age.

Strategic design of the session also requires consideration of what importance(s) students place on the research paper. In their 2010 iteration of *How College Students Evaluate and Use Information in the Digital Age*, Alison Head and Michael Eisenberg reported that 97 percent of students engaged in a course-related research paper viewed the as the faculty lament bewailing indiscriminate student use of Internet sources. Whether or not student use of Web sources is as indiscriminate as most faculty might think, students do bring their own literacy practices to these instructional sessions. Undergraduates, unlike faculty, are not “expert researchers” steeped in a tradition of relying on library resources for informing their written work. College students rely extensively on Internet search engines for information and frequently glean information from Web sites, including Wikipedia. Moreover, student information gathering and writing practices are formed before reaching college age.
the relation of the research process to the writing process. While the research process might be viewed as subordinate to the writing process, and writing can be viewed as subsequent to the research process, the two processes can also be conceived of as fully integrated. I am inclined to the latter view and, for confirmation, simply ask readers to interrogate their own practice. For myself, I never select a topic, research it, and then write about it in single sequential order. Rather, I grope my way to a topic through initial curiosity and preliminary research forays, then refine it via ongoing research and drafts. The research-writing process is dynamic, and students attending the sessions should be encouraged to conceptualize and experience research not as a “do-it-once-and-done” deal, but as an ongoing process that informs and shapes what finally emerges as the finished paper.

The research-writing cycle mirrors the interior dynamic of searching, which itself can be viewed as a series of epicycles. Although librarians and information scientists often schematize the fulfillment of information needs as sequential to isolate the key components, such compartmentalization inadvertently obscures the recursive, concurrent, and iterative nature of the processes involved. Although several such schema have been devised worldwide, the most prevalent framework in North America, and also influential in some European countries, has been provided by the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) in the form of the Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education. The ACRL Standards portray the fulfillment of information needs by describing exactly what an information-literate student should be able to do. According to the five ACRL Standards, the information-literate student: 1) “determines the nature and extent of the information needed”; 2) “accesses needed information effectively and efficiently”; 3) “evaluates information and its sources critically and incorporates selected information into his or her knowledge base and value system”; 4) “individually or as a member of a group, uses information effectively to accomplish a specific purpose”; and 5) “understands many of the economic, legal, and social issues surrounding the use of information and accesses and uses information ethically and legally.”

The ordering of the first four Standards suggests a temporal sequence that is simpler than the reality of research-writing. If one imagines these intellectual operations unfolding in real time, it is easy to see how such delineations begin to fail. Determining “the extent of information needed,” accessing “the needed information,” evaluating “information and its sources critically,” and using “information effectively” are not discrete and sequential, but cyclical, often simultaneous, and mutually influencing. For recent statistical support of just one aspect of this dynamism, one can point to Head and Eisenberg, who report that two-thirds of their respondents did not view the evaluation as a “separate, disembodied step in their research process.” The delineations of the ACRL Standards, although useful for instructional design and assessment, inadvertently instantiate false dichotomies in the conceptualization of the research-writing process. For example, “use” of information is postulated as separate from “evaluation” of information. This ignores the fact that in winnowing results/sources from consideration for further use, one is both evaluating information and using it via evaluation—even if just to relegate it to the discard pile. The desires, decisions, evaluations, and further pursuit of information required while researching-writing a paper are not in practice so easily divorced from each other.

The key commonality between the activities of search (taken as the process of finding what one will read at more length), research (taken as carefully reading what one has found), and writing (integrating what one has chosen to read
at length into a new, unique text) is their mutual and reciprocal status in a single dynamic fabric of intertextual practice. All three activities contribute to increasing skills in intertextual practice, which in turn fosters enhanced communication and critical thinking skills. Few will argue with the idea that research and writing make a contribution to the development of these latter skills. But some may balk at the suggestion that searching itself may do so. In the hierarchy of information literacy skills, search is typically assigned a low place on the totem pole. Even so recent a publication as the article by Head and Eisenberg relegates search to the level of lower order thinking. In doing so, these authors follow the ACRL Standards’ traditional application of Bloom’s learning taxonomy, associating lower-order thinking skills with “devising and using an effective search strategy” and reserving higher-order skills for activities “such as synthesizing information to create new concepts.”

To understand how searching constitutes practice in, and development of, intertextual skill, it is helpful to consider research discussed by Jean-François Rouet in *The Skills of Document Use: From Text Comprehension to Web-Based Learning*. Rouet explores the act of searching within single documents, with the use of text markers such as headings, but also investigates information searches across multiple documents, in addition to the searching of complex documents such as Web sites. Whether conducted in one document or across several, Rouet sees information search as ultimately governed by “goal representation and the ability to determine if that representation has been satisfied.” Rouet explores a range of concurrent processes, including “assessing the relevance of information categories, making decisions, and holding intermediate information in mind while pursuing the search.”

According to Rouet, “document search relies on specific cognitive processes and strategies, quite distinct from those used when reading for comprehension or memory. Answering questions from texts requires one to make extensive use of text organizers in order to proceed quickly to the relevant passage.” However, “search and comprehension may interact, as searching a document influences the reader’s representation of the document’s contents. Executive control processes play a critical role in planning and conducting efficient document search.”

Moving to multiple document search, Rouet stresses document integration, and singles out the salient importance of handling source information. He writes:

> Reading multiple documents requires readers to identify the origin of each document, to compare information across documents, and to integrate information into a coherent representation. These operations put a strong emphasis on the identification and use of source information.

Rouet also addresses the searching of complex documents. He defines complex documents as “artifacts that include more than one piece of coherent, continuous text”; as examples, he cites “a textbook page, a scientific report, a technical manual, or a Web site.” If we consider this definition in the light of the students in our instructional sessions, we realize that they are searching multiple documents (articles, result lists, abstracts, citations, subject terms, and even keywords) within the setting of a highly dynamic complex document: namely, a database.

What confronts us in database searching is a set of complex relationships between pieces of text (or, as Rouet puts it, “specific information pieces”). The crucial pieces serve individually and collectively to signify further content that lies beyond. It is a world not wholly unknown to students, for, if they come to database searching from a grounding in Google searching, they are familiar with a process that retrieves results in
which their original keywords appear embedded and bolded in small strings of text. The keyword-triggered strings, and even the URLs, directly and indirectly represent content. These are “information pieces” upon which the searcher makes an estimation of whether or not it is worth clicking to see the item whose full content is thus minimally represented in the result.

Databases provide a wider range of the relationships and directional paths between “information pieces” than Google search-results. Page layout, fonts, and a host of text markers in these complex documents create an environment in which one can scan and move from para-text to full text in a variety of ways. Abstracts, subject headings, keywords, and parts of citations all point to items "information pieces." But this is done only when the searcher engages in active, strategic reading.30

Practice in searching, then, engages students in intertextual skills in the larger framework of the undergraduate paper. It involves complicated acts of evaluation and decision making. Students who learn to read and navigate the multiple points of content representation in databases are engaged in grappling with the structure of texts and the organization of knowledge at large. Though the work they do at this level remains largely unseen, it is no less important for all that. A professor or instructor may never see all the sources that were rejected, nor all the scanning, guessing, and decisions that went into the winnowing, nor all the changes of tack the paper may have taken as a result of searching. The quality of the paper, for a student with little skill in writing papers, in fact may reflect very little of the mental effort and strain that went into its writing. Yet such effort and strain are integral parts of the totalizing literacy event of the undergraduate paper.

Implications for Instruction
So how might the foregoing considerations serve to shape instructional practice? Not only for the one-shot session immediately supporting the lower-division research paper, but also for further work with undergraduate researchers, both in and out of the classroom setting?

First, an accounting of the various differentials between student and faculty knowledge and literacy practices can inform multiple aspects of effective instructional design. It is imperative to
acknowledge that the prevalent student literacy practice of Internet searching shapes students’ conceptions of search, information organization, and of information sources. It isn’t simply that faculty know more facts about a subject than students do; faculty also know far more about the available range and types of information sources. A parallel gap exists with respect to research terminology. While, to faculty, the stock-in-trade terms of research—abstract, index, thesaurus, peer-reviewed, subject-heading, and the like—are mental wallpaper, such terms are scarcely known, if at all, to students. In the context of a single session in support of the research paper, there is no hope of filling all these gaps at once. What it can offer is a good start. Students do not need an hour-long barrage of terms, definitions, and frenzied online screen-hopping. Rather, what is needed is a minimalist salvo conveying essential concepts, one that blends strategic language with calculated screen moves that consciously build on current student literacy practices.

For the same reason, database and OPAC (Online Public Access Catalog) search demonstrations should strategically proceed from a base of what students know. In the early part of the 21st century, this means starting with keyword searching as most often practiced on Internet search engines. Though this may seem most un-librarian-like, a broad keyword search starts students with what is familiar to them—and not only is this effective pedagogically, but it is also the first move in a recognized and effective database search strategy. Although students basically trust Google to “understand” a search, it is best to raise student awareness of how keyword searching operates in the Google environment, including a brief discussion of some of the chief factors influencing the ordering of a result list. Moving from a Google framework, keyword searching can then be deployed in a database environment. The demonstration can strategically shift to show the differences and gains obtainable by making use of subject headings, fielded searches, thesauri, and indices. This is a way of taking students from what they currently do and know (somewhat) to something new that they can begin to do and know for themselves. Such a demonstration should avoid long enumerations of sources and terms, but rather, work a limited number of sources and terms into the natural flow, with minimal explanation, trusting that such “signposts” will make more sense as the students begin engaging in practice.

Such minimalist presentations and demonstrations should be geared to getting the students into the practice of searching as quickly as possible. It is not talk about something that will increase their skills. Rather, it is direct engagement in the practice itself that will develop their intertextual skills. Of course, according to this logic, it might be argued that all introduction should be dispensed with and that students should be launched directly into searching. However, Rouet notes that searchers should have some ability to reason about the varieties of content representation, and the minimalist foregrounding should give them “just enough” to begin engaging in the practice itself.

In ideal circumstances, instruction ranges beyond a single session, and some faculty are willing to dedicate an extra class period to the more specifically “search” component of the research paper. In this case, according to the arguments presented here, second sessions should employ a framework in which the students actively search for sources, engaging the OPAC and databases, while the librarian roams among the searching students, answering specific questions when various roadblocks appear, crouching down or sitting next to the students, clarifying something here, explaining
moving away both from generalities and a hierarchically superior position as the focal point of the classroom setting, the instructional provider now continues interventions in the role of a coach or counselor. If opportunities arise for multiple sessions with a single cohort of students, similar strategies can be deployed in a deliberately scaffolded progression. For instance, in an inaugural session, keyword searching can be used to introduce OPAC searching, shifting to subject and fielded searches. If the session is held in the library, immediate practice can be linked to treasure hunt activities by means of which the purposes and relations of the various information pieces in the OPAC can be made concrete through direct experience. For instance, the effect of collocation through subject headings makes more impact when one discovers that topically related items live in the same neighborhood on the shelves, and students are better able to understand that even the first parts of a call number indicate something about an item’s contents. Furthermore, the various items brought back from the treasure hunt can be used to open a discussion about the differences between types of sources. Such a discussion, solidified by the look and feel of tangible magazines and scholarly journals, lays the foundation for an ensuing session devoted to database searching. Because databases bear undeniable traces of their ancestry in print publication traditions, the physical exemplars of journals and magazines can serve as vivid templates to explain the contents of databases and the relation of contents to functions. After such a brief conceptual introduction, the majority of the second session can be devoted to hands-on database searching for sources related to the immediate paper or assignment. A third session in this sequence can focus on the realm students already know, Internet searching, but prefaced with a collaborative exercise on evaluation. An excellent exercise for this is the low-tech but engaging Reliability-Spectrum exercise. At the start of the session, a double-arrowed line is drawn on a board tagged as “more reliable” at one end and “less reliable” on the other. The instructor roams among the students and hands out large sticky-notes with chunks of information such as “peer-reviewed” or “.gov” or “cool graphics” and the students place their sticky-notes on what they deem to be the appropriate part of the spectrum. During the bulk of the session, students explore designated sites as teams, then vote on the reliability of each site, giving reasons for their votes. At the end of the session, the class as a whole then decides which sticky-notes should be moved from their original positions on the reliability spectrum. This not only acquaints students with the factors they should consider in evaluating sources, and the need to balance multiple factors, but it also alerts them to the fact that they are already “guessing” and that a more fruitful approach is to deliberately engage in the practice of a more “educated” guessing.

Moving from support for lower-division courses to more advanced papers, there are further opportunities for librarians to reinforce the intertwining of search skills with research and writing skills. Just as the writing skills should move to a more complex level, student awareness and use of sources should be encouraged to do so as well. Whether this entails working with students in small discipline-specific groups or one-on-one, the librarian can assess what the students have searched/found/written so far and then intervene accordingly. To take an upper-division history paper as an example, it may be that the student has struggled to find primary sources, due in large part to not having searched optimal venues. In this case the librarian can assist by pointing to a variety of loci—not just this or that database, but venues such as archives, special collections, or eminently rich online sites such as the Census Bureau or Google Magazines. The librarian can capitalize on the teachable moment
by emphasizing the fact that today’s secondary sources—such as newspapers—in some cases become yesterday’s primary sources. More subtly, in a significant move that unites intertextuality, history, and search terms, the librarian can accentuate the point that the student may need to search the topic under various terms according to the era(s) under exploration. As an obvious example, one might have to variantly search the terms “negro,” “black,” and “African American.” Such engagement with something seemingly as simple as keyword search terms can begin to make real for students how attitudes and norms inhere in sources. A recognition that things have not always been called what we currently call them can not only expand student ability to imagine other times or cultures but can also help them think outside their personal framework to find further sources on their own by using such handles from those terms and cultures. At this level, the heightened sensitivity to linguistic cues embedded in the sources discovered through research can inform the content of the writing. When the stars are in alignment, the librarian in such sessions with upper-division students helps them generate enthusiasm both for the process of research related to the paper and for potentials that might be realized in the paper.

The arguments presented here have another important implication for instruction, although it is perhaps less obvious. This pertains to current student search practices and the potential for rapid development of expertise. From the foregoing, we have seen that students already have fundamental searching experience, no matter how rudimentary. They already make choices by clicking on particular items in a given result list. Such a foundation, no matter how naively used, gives them a platform from which they can gain significant database expertise with relatively limited practice. What undergraduates need to underpin effective practice are some essential strategies. First of all, rather than arm them with an otiose arsenal of retrieval tools, it is much more to the point to help them solve the problem of choosing which tools will “prove helpful in a given situation.”41 It is necessary to get them inside the databases and to work with the features offered within the structure, such as thesauri, indexes, and full-text linking. It is also necessary to share strategies for guessing which results might be best for a given purpose (strategies, for instance, based on clues embedded in citations, abstracts, and journal titles). The less obvious implication for instruction, then, is this: undergraduate students, already familiar with search practice, when provided with adequate conceptual foregrounding and sufficient practice with academic research tools, can easily be placed in a position to counsel and coach their peers both as reference providers and as providers of information literacy instruction. Twenty years ago it would have been deemed an unreasonable and fiscally unsound leap to train students to conduct pay-for-time DIALOG searches, but the threshold for basic database expertise is far lower than it used to be, and the skill level necessary to support undergraduate research does not require the training associated with an advanced degree. Such basic training and deployment of students is currently taking place at more than one institution.42 Certainly, from a social standpoint, librarians to connect with student learners, and training them as peer coaches and counselors not only provides them with a higher level of expertise personally but becomes a means of communicating that expertise among their peers.

It may be objected that I have placed undue emphasis on database searching in both this paper and in all the preceding implications for instruction. I would like to stress that such searching is not here presented as an end in itself, but rather for its important ramifications beyond the collegiate domain. It is viewed here in its enduring importance as a means
toward increasing lifelong intertextual skills. The varieties of content available through database subscriptions, and the tools for its discovery, are of course among the richest resources that academic libraries have to offer, and students can benefit from using databases for coursework.43

However, after graduation, most students will no longer have access to these costly resources. As their position in the information landscape reverts to noncollegiate status, and as the information landscape itself continues to change, what will remain important will not be their ability to find a peer-reviewed journal in a database but their skills in interpreting how pieces of information relate to each other, rapidly integrating and vetting source information, and navigating between such “pieces of information.” In the current and evolving information environment, a key component of intertextual skill will be the ability to become adept, even economical, in the art of searching, navigating, and massively winnowing results. Practice in database searching can nurture such expertise.

Conclusion and Suggested Directions for Research

Searching, as shown by Rouet, requires complex intertextual skills that unfold in a set of cycles and should not be relegated to the class of lower-order thinking. The scanning, sorting, and selecting involved in search are not isolated processes but unfold in a textual continuum. As with all effective reading, this requires goals, strategies, and coherence.44

In looking at the role of search in the context of the undergraduate paper, I have argued that students should be rapidly introduced to the practice of database searching, not only to the end of finding quality sources for their research papers but also to experience the important role of search within the research-writing process. I have also argued that student engagement with databases increases intertextual skills. These intertextual skills, in turn, foster the development of critical thinking skills, a legacy that will persist after graduation.

One of the advantages of the brief conceptual overview and trial-by-fire approach to instruction that I have proposed based on these reflections is that it abrogates the dichotomy sometimes drawn between “the traditional bibliographic paradigm, centering on the location of sources” and a process approach that emphasizes “interpreting, formulating, and learning in the process of information seeking.” The instructional approach suggested here does not draw a line between “sources” on one side and “process” on the other; instead, it acknowledges the dynamic interaction of sources and process. I do not, in fact, see how the two can be separated in practice: just as one does not play soccer without a ball, searching involves the searching of something.

I have also argued that current student practice in Internet searching primes students of the present era for rapid entry into the academic database environment. Vivid conceptual frameworks and active engagement with databases immediately helps students advance their search and information skills. I have even proposed that undergraduates, with sufficient guidance and tutelage, can serve as able peer reference-providers and instructional providers to other undergraduates.

Evidence for the immediate usefulness of the instructional practices I have proposed should be amenable to the forms of assessment typically administered to gauge the efficacy of information literacy instruction. To establish clear evidence for my claim that database searching increases intertextual skills, some relatively straightforward assessments could also be designed and executed. These would require pretests and posttests and could entail a scenario-based survey eliciting responses as to the relationships of “information pieces” about several texts. Assessment of the effect of database searching on critical thinking would require control groups and the participation of
the writing faculty in applying a rubric to the written products. Assessment of these papers could connect verified practice in database searching with intertextual skills as evidenced by source information and gains in critical thinking as evidenced by better ranging of argument.

A broader assertion I have made, however, will not be so easy to support. Although I have boldly claimed that critical thinking skills are transferable to postcollegiate contexts, there is scant evidence to warrant this claim. Nonetheless, I stand by it; and I am, moreover, fully willing to expend my instructional energies on the basis of it. The entwined agendas of information literacy, lifelong learning, and critical thinking have long been based on such “articles of faith” and, in fact, remain vulnerable to critique on precisely this count. Therefore, valuable and meaningful longitudinal research to support the claims of gains in critical thinking and its transferability are begging to be undertaken. Such research will necessarily be ambitious, requiring not only evaluation of written products as artifacts of learning but incorporating the analysis of student research logs and interviews at multiple points throughout the student career of the research subjects. Moreover, to demonstrate transferability, such research will require establishing postcollegiate contact with a sufficient number of subjects to generate meaningful follow-up data. Such a multiyear project will require ample time and funding; but, if we are to act and design instruction on the basis of knowledge rather than faith, it will prove well worth the effort.
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